Data Sheet

ADM (Access® Database Manager)
ClusterSeven ADM uses the same architecture as ClusterSeven ESM (Enterprise
Spreadsheet Manager) to deliver a central platform for the management of businesscritical MS Access® Databases. ADM may be integrated into ESM dashboards for
unified control of end user computing.
ADM supports the complete database lifecycle:
– Understanding your current state (eDiscovery and Risk Assessment)
– Applying a control framework (Security, Monitoring and Alerting)
– Enhanced productivity during your day-to-day operations
– Database Retirement and Replacement with more Robust Systems
ADM tracks changes in the key structural attributes of the database including
Queries, Tables, Reports, Forms, Modules, VBA and Links. Add in the ability to
conduct ‘Ad Hoc’ comparisons and ADM delivers a powerful range of control
and productivity opportunities including:
– Central reporting and enforcement of best practices, including VBA code
analysis, identification of ‘toxic SQL’ and poor query constructions
– Identifying long running transactions and queries
– Reporting and mapping of high risk links and data consumers
– Safe deletion of database objects (eg tables) to shink files below the native file
size limits of MS Access (2gb in Access 2003/2007)
– Identifying breaks in volatile data structures used in shared environments
– Identifying broken schema models between multiple database versions e.g.
spotting the differences in structure used with Daily Data and Monthly Data
in separate databases

We were an early adopter of
ClusterSeven's spreadsheet
management product, so
we naturally turned to
ClusterSeven again in
order to address our
requirements for improving
our control of other userdeveloped applications.
We worked together to
define the requirements
and ClusterSeven has
delivered exactly what
we needed.

Michael Cunningham,
Head of Technology,
European Credit Management

Map the table
and query
dependencies

Drill down for the
details of the changes
in the new version
of the database
Working together, ClusterSeven ADM and ESM provide a complete solution to managing End User Computing (EUCs).
Adopting ClusterSeven opens the door to a wide range of benefits that will take you way beyond your expectations
of a control solution. Contact us at inquiries@clusterseven.com or the telephone numbers below to get started.
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